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Questions

Marks Level

Very short answer questions
Read the following extract and answer the questions that follow:
“What did God make fathers for?” she sobbed.
Q1. Who is the speaker?
Q2. Why was the speaker sobbing?
Q3. Why was the speaker disappointed about fathers?
Q4. What initiated the ‘thousands recollections’ in the poem ‘Rain on the
Roof’?
Q5. Why did Evelyn mention ‘everything suddenly looked black’?
Q6. Mention the things that Ustaad Bismillah Khan liked about Kashi and
Dumraon?
Q7. Write about various destructions caused by the wind in the poem
‘Wind’.
Short answer questions:
Q8
Describe the imagery used in the first stanza of the poem ‘Rain on the
Roof’ by Coates Kinney.
Q9. Why is the wind termed as ‘çlever’ in the poem? Mention the figure of
speech used here.
Q10. Write the correct answer:
i)
When something wants wear, it_____( has been used/ has not been
used )
ii)
If someone is nonchalant, he is__________( not interested/ very much
interested) in a matter.
iii)
If people jostle at a place, they are _________ (giving way to/pushing)
each other.
iv)
If a person is a percussionist, he/she ___________(plays instruments
like Drum, Tabla / sings in a choir)
v)
If something is indispensable it means that a work cannot be done
___________(with it/without it.)
vi)
If a person had a nightmare, he had a ______(bad dream/good dream)
Long Answer Questions:
Q11. ‘Patriotism cannot be considered limited within the boundaries of any
religion’. Justify this statement with reference to the lesson ‘The
Shehnai of Bismillah Khan’
Q12. ‘Time is not measured by the passing of years but by what one does,
what one feels, and what one achieves.’- Jawaharlal Nehru
Explain this quote with reference to the poem ‘The Road Not Taken’
by Robert Frost.
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